The essays in this thought-provoking volume provide a critical perspective on women's responses to biomedical and other technologies affecting reproduction and health in general. A theoretical introduction, which argues for a rethinking of the concepts of biopower, medicalization, agency, and resistance, challenges the assumption that women are passive recipients of technological innovations. Thirteen case studies show that it is usually pragmatism that motivates women's behavior, explaining why their reactions to technology may range from acceptance to rejection or indifference, depending on whether its use fits with their own priorities and values. Essay topics include infertility in east Africa, prenatal diagnostic screening in America, AIDS in Africa, reproductive technologies in China and Japan, the emergence of the breast cancer movement, and health and environmental issues in Egypt and First Nations communities in Canada. Challenging conventional assumptions about the relationship between women and technology, this book is indispensable reading for anthropologists, sociologists, and gender studies scholars.
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Medical anthropology is the fastest growing specialist area within anthropology, both in North America and in Europe. Beginning as an applied field serving public health specialists, medical anthropology now provides a significant forum for many of the most urgent debates in anthropology and the humanities.

Medical anthropology includes the study of medical institutions and health care in a variety of rich and poor societies, the investigation of the cultural construction of illness, and the analysis of ideas about the body, birth, maturation, aging, and death.

This new series includes theoretically innovative monographs, state-of-the-art collections of essays on current issues, and short books introducing the main themes in the subdiscipline.
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